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PRICE 50 CENTS
One Best Way... to do Many Jobs!

FLINTKOTE
*CANE FIBRE INSULATION BOARDS

1. Sound Condition with FLINTKOTE ACOUSTICAL TILE
   Functional and smart for modern walls and ceilings. Reduces room noise as much as 90%.
   Provides high light reflection.

2. Beautiful Walls with FLINTKOTE INSULATION PLANK
   Variety of pastel colors, new texture, no face nailing required. Highly individualized designs possible to fill large and small areas.

3. Brighter Ceilings with FLINTKOTE INSULATION TILE
   Colorful, attractive... companion to Insulation Planks. Unlimited design possibilities with wide range of tile sizes.

4. Speed Building with FLINTKOTE BUILDING BOARD
   For dry wall construction... partitions. There's nothing finer or faster than this easy-working time saver!

5. Lower Costs with FLINTKOTE THRIFTEX
   A lightweight, versatile board for temporary or permanent structures that fit the lowest budgets!

6. Better Plastering with FLINTKOTE INSULATION LATH
   Built-in protection for fine plaster surfaces. Makes a better bond, minimizes plaster cracking.

7. Build Better with FLINTKOTE ASPHALT COATED SHEATHING
   Rugged structural insulation... much stronger than ordinary sheathing. Seals out dampness. Larger sheets speed job time.

Here's the answer to many building, decorating and insulating problems! A Canec specification offers assurance of a smooth transition from planning to construction... with an extensive range of products, increased structural strength and a greater selection of colors, textures — PLUS important insulation. That's why versatile Flinthkote-Canec products... made of genuine Hawaiian Cane Fibre... are winning such wide acceptance. Beauty, efficiency and economy for MANY jobs!

PIONEER DIVISION, THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY
5500 So. Alameda Street, P.O. Box 2218, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 34, Phone LA 2 1111
SAN FRANCISCO • PORTLAND • SEATTLE • HONOLULU • SPOKANE • DENVER • SELO • SALT LAKE CITY
Keyed to the new trend of simplicity and naturalism in contemporary interior design, these handsome Woven-Wood* fabrics are loomed from lithe strips of exotic woods and reeds imported from the far corners of the earth. Use them inside or outside for draw draperies, roll shades, canopies or room dividers. Your choice of over fifteen different materials now available in heights to 12' in rich natural tones or special colors to order. Exclusive with Tropicraft.

**TROPICRAFT WOVEN-WOOD PRODUCTS**

535 Sutter Street • San Francisco 2

New York • JULORE • 13 East Fifty-third Street

Los Angeles • JAMES STEWART • 143 n. Robertson

On Exhibition • Guild Galleries • Grand Rapids

*TRADE MARK
For high efficiency and low maintenance in store and market lighting your specifications should call for SUNBEAM'S open type slimline 1300 series fixtures. Over 90% efficient (ceiling mounted), these units provide a uniform, wide spread of light over the sales and display areas. Only 5" in depth, they are ideal for service stations and working areas which have low ceilings. Adequate knockouts allows for quick and easy installations. This 2- and 4-light series is available in all slimline lamp lengths and millamp ratings, including the 48" T-12 430M.A.

For display accent lighting use the matching incandescent eyeball spotlights. A matching double-spot on a 4-light, 72" unit is illustrated above. Shown below is a typical market installation of SUNBEAM'S 1304-96" luminaires.

For SUNBEAM'S complete line of advance lighting fixtures, see your leading electrical distributor.

SUNBEAM LIGHTING COMPANY
777 EAST 14TH PLACE • LOS ANGELES 21, CALIF.
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Cigarette and liquor-proof occasional tables... Realwood tops can't be scarred or stained by commonly served foods. Crayon, pencil marks or fingerprints wipe off easily with a damp cloth. Ideal for homes with children where beautiful furniture is desired and practical furniture needed. Merit specified for the 1950 Case Study House. Complete style and price selection available. Sterling Furniture, Inc. 1605 W. Cortland Street, Chicago 22, Illinois.
We are pleased to announce the arrival of new additions to our already impressive family of modern designs and home furnishings.

At right, Viennese cafe chair designed by Franz Lorenz of bleached European bent ash and cane.

Round 48" dining table by Hans Bellman.

One of several new chairs by Charles Eames constructed of molded fiberglass plastic on a metal frame.

Also included among our new arrivals are many Swedish imports, stainless steel flatware, glassware, new designs from our custom upholstery shop and accessories and fabrics from everywhere.
NEW KAWNEER STOCK SASH

CUSTOM-STYLE FOR

MODERN ARCHITECTURE
Striking simplicity in styling and sound construction make this Kawneer Assembly one of today's truly outstanding architectural metals.

The graceful curve of the sash, the dramatic shadow-line, and the clean plane of the sill create a visual unit which meets the highest standards of contemporary design.

Like all other Kawneer Glazing Assemblies, this Sash incorporates the famous Kawneer resilient-grip principle which insures maximum safety and reliability. The resilient steel spring-clip minimizes breakage due to sudden blows, strong winds, and normal structural settling.

For further information and details, write The Kawneer Company, Department AA-60, 1105 North Front Street, Niles, Mich., or Department AA-60, 930 Dwight Way, Berkeley, California.

THE KAWNEER COMPANY
ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS
Store Front Materials
Aluminum Roll-Type Awnings • Modern Entrances
Aluminum Facing Materials • Flush Doors
Structure Becomes Design
When You Work With
Douglas Fir Plywood

Typical of the simplification of approach possible with plywood is this striking Visitors Information Center of the Portland Chamber of Commerce.

Erected in the spring of 1948, this unusual, award-winning building takes full advantage of plywood’s unique characteristics. The structural strength and rigidity of the panel material made possible a design both simple and effective—without unnecessary elements of either structure or design.

It is just one of many examples of Douglas fir plywood’s contribution to a fresh, new architectural concept.
View looking down shows arbor-covered terrace and walled garden separating larger public block from the garden equipment building at lower left. Public areas consist of a lobby surrounding an information counter, two exhibit rooms, rest rooms. Staff areas provide a manager's office, conference room, and an attendant's office behind the information counter. The second story contains storage and work space.

The pleasing simplicity of design is carried inside, where smooth plywood walls offer dramatic contrast to the alternating-grain floor and ceiling treatment.

Large, Light, Strong
Real Wood Panels

DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION
Tacoma Building, Tacoma 2, Washington;
848 Daily News Bldg., Chicago 6, Illinois;
1232 Shoreham Bldg., Washington 5, D.C.;
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City, 18.

These Grades of Plywood Will Prove Most Useful in Design and Construction

PlyShield is the siding grade of Exterior-type plywood. Fits any architectural style; can be utilized for flush surface, lap siding, wide siding, board and batten.

PlyScord is the unsanded construction grade—for strong, rigid wall and roof sheathing and subflooring. Use it for basement and foundation forms, too; can be stripped and re-used for sheathing on the same job.

PlyPanel is the "one-side" grade of Interior-type plywood—for real wood paneling, cabinets, built-ins. Provides a smooth, firm underlayment for wall-to-wall floor coverings, too.

For complete data on Douglas Fir Plywood, including information on other grades, see Sweet's File, Architectural, or write for basic catalog—sent free to any part of the United States. Just write any of the offices listed at the left.
no matter where you look at CARROLL SAGAR'S,
you'll always find the latest and finest in contemporary home furnishings. Consultants for the 1950 case study house. Professional discounts... 7418 Beverly Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif. Webster 35774
Editor's Note: This is a classified review of currently available manufacturers' literature information. To obtain copies of any piece of literature or information regarding any product, list the manufacturer's name and address at the top of the coupon which appears below, giving your name, address, and occupation. Return the coupon to Arts & Architecture and your requests will be filled as rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a dot (•) indicate products which have been merit specified in the Case Study House Program.

APPLIANCES

(977) Cabinet Sinks: Folder, data sheets Morton cabinet sinks; one-piece top die-formed metal finish with stainless steel handle; inlaid porcelain enamel; 42" to 66" widths, double or single sinks, drainboards, chrome fittings; cabinets heavy gauge furniture steel bindered and enamelled; exceptionally well designed, engineered, fabricated; merit specified CS-House 1950.—Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, 1620 East Seventh Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

(426) Clocks: Information contemporary clocks by leading designers, including George Nelson; probably best solution to contemporary clock design.

(980) Electric Range: Folder, data sheets Kelvinator Automatic Cook Electric Range, high automatic control for efficient Scott Kettle, appliance outlet; finger-tip control all cooking operations; oven surface units which tilt up for easy cleaning; "up-down" unit for Scott Kettle or surface use; two-unit oven; grouped controls easy to read; recessed light for panel, work surface; will cook entire meal automatically; merit specified for CS-Houses 1949 and 1950.—Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, 1620 East Seventh Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

(981) Electric Water Heater: Folder, new Kelvinator Electric Water Heaters, round and table-top models; heavy gauge enameling steel tanks lined with two coats of porcelain; hydrostatically pressure tested; air pressure before porcelaining; adjustable automatic thermostats; complete engineering, specification, contemporary design; merit specified CS-House 1950.—Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, 1620 East Seventh Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

(982) Garbage Disposer: Folder Morton Electric-Drain automatic sanitary garbage disposer; 6-way control serves as operating switch, stopper for drain outlet, safety top for shredding compartment; shredder has full meal capacity and works forward or reverse; no vibration; easily installed, easily operated, safe, clean, odorless; well engineered; merit specified for CS-House 1950.—Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, 1620 East Seventh Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

(956) Indoor Incinerator: Information Incineror incinerator for convenient disposal combustible refuse, wrappings, papers, garbage, trash; gas fired, unit is 35" high, 22" in diameter, weighs 130 pounds, has capacity of two bushels; heavy plate steel combustion chamber; AGC approved; excellent product, merit specified CS-House 1950.—Incineror Division, Bowser, Inc., Cairo, Ill.

(365) Kitchen Appliances: Brochures, folders complete line Sunbeam Mix- masters, Iron-A-Roll, Toast-er, Shavershaw; recent changes in design well illustrated.—Sunbeam Corporation, Roosevelt Road and Central Avenue, Chicago 50, Ill.

(984) Refrigerator: Folders, data sheets Kelvinator Moist-Master Re- frigerators incorporating near-zero freezing area, moist cold area for usual daily foods; supermosst cold-mist zone for foods having high moisture content; two sets refrigerating coils, one surrounding freezing compartment, the other attached to back wall of freezing compartment; well designed, wall-mended; merit specified for CS-House 1949 and 1950.—Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, 1620 East Seventh Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

(30a) Select-a-Range: Brochure remarkable Universal Select-a-Range; consists of three basic units permitting 25 variations; makes possible convenience-level cooking, larger work areas, more storage space, greater eye appeal, new versatility.—Complete kitchen, this data belongs in all files.—Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn. A, D.

(28a) Stainless Steel Kitchen Tools: Information, literature Ace stainless steel kitchen tools; highly polished, heavy gauge metal design, high quality workmanship; excellently weighted; made of polished stainless steel with heat, stain-resistant ivory Catalin plastic handles drilled for convenient wall mounting; merit specified for CS-House 1950.—Ace Products Company, 12 South Twelfth Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

(99a) Water Coolers: File of information Sunbeam water coolers; 17 basic models, 150 variations; custom models tailored to specific requirements; flush-wall mountings, stainless steel alcoves, remote units for multiple outlets, package set-up for wall fountains; engineering service, efficiency surveys available; nation-wide service; data lengthy in all files.—Sunbee Company, Glen Riddle, Pa.

ARCHITECTURAL PORCELAIN ENAMEL

(929) Architectural Porcelain Veneer: Brochure, well illustrated, detailed, on architectural porcelain veneer; hard surface impervious to weather; permanent, color fast, easy to handle, install, saves labor costs, any job; all units heavy gauge; best source of information on new, sound product.—Architectural Division, Porcelain Enamel Publicity Bureau, P. O. Box 186 East Pasadena Station, Pasadena 8, Calif.

BARBECUE EQUIPMENT

(977) Electric Barbecue Spit: Folder, Rotier electric barbecue spit with seven 20" stainless steel Kabob skewers which revolve simultaneously over charcoal fire; has drawer action so unit slides in and out for easy handling; heavy aluminum, gear head motor, gears run in oil; other models available; full information barbecue equipment—complete instructions on how to build in kitchen or den; one of best sources of information; merit specified CS-House 1950.—The Rotier Company, 6668 Otis Street, South Gate, Calif.

CABINETS, COUNTER TOPS

(731) Cabinet Tops: Booklet requirements for building sink cabinet tops, table tops, other horizontal surfaces using Formica; covers tools, equipment, gluing, pressing, edging, finishing.—The Formica Company, Cincinnati 32, Ohio.

(921) Magnetic Latch: Folder ingenious magnetic cabinet latch using attraction of permanent horseshoe magnet to special steel plate; noiseless, simple, practical; particularly good in holding warped, sagging doors; this item is new and well worth investigation.—Laboratory Equipment Corporation, St. Joseph, Mich.

(958) Plastic Drainboards, Counters: Information Formacote drainboards, counters; top and backsplash formed into continuous cover one-piece unit; uniform 3/4" concave radius through construction cost in multi-floor major construction; literature well worth study, file space; H. H. Robertson Company, 2450 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh 22, Penna.

(902) Electric Planning: Brochure electricity in house plans; check lists, suggestions for all types of rooms, typical floor plans available only in Northern California.—Northern California Electrical Bureau, 1355 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

(922) Safety Electric Receptacles: Literature No-Shok Safety Duplex Electric Receptacles; unit automatically closes outlet when not in use; protects children, reduces fire hazard; merit specified for use in all Case Study Houses.—Bell Electric Company, 1844 West Twenty-first Street, Chicago 8, III.

FABRICS

(986) Artists' Concepts: Exceptionally well prepared and illustrated 24-page brochure showing work of Estelle and Erwine Laverne, Alvine Lustig, Roy Komai, Zahara Schutz, Juliet and Glynnie Keppes, and Alexander Calder in fabrics and wall papers, and of William Katavolos, Douglas Kelley and Ross Komai, Zahara Schatz, many of which may be located after tenants move in; this brochure belongs in all files.—Laver­ ne Originals, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

(79a) Bamboo Drapery Materials: Information, samples Higo inside core

Please send me a copy of each piece of Manufacturers' Literature listed:
bamboo drapery material; imported from Japan; natural or matched to color samples; also line narrow outside peel in deep natural; comes taped with riveted-in hooks ready to hang; good product, merits consideration.—Rutten Stylet, 11454 North Las Palmas Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

(97a) California Fabrics: Information line of California fabrics selected for 1950 "Good Design" exhibition Chicago Merchandise Mart, Detroit Institute of Art's show "For Modern Living", A. I. D. exhibits sponsored by Los Angeles County Museum and Tall Museum, etc., "Design for Use, U.S.A." now being assembled by Museum of Modern Art for exhibit principal cities in Europe and Great Britain, merit specified for CSHouse 1950; information available to architects, designers, interior decorators.—McKay, Davis & McLane, 210 East Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

(95) Contemporary Fabrics: Information one of best lines contemporary fabrics, including hand prints and correlated solids for immediate delivery; Textures by Tests, consisting of small scale patterns creating textures rather than designs; reasonably priced; definitely deserves close appraisal.—Angelo Testa & Company, 49 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Ill.

(97b) Reed Fabric Drapes: Information Sun Reed fabric drapes, shades; imported from Southwest Germany; made from selected hearts of Black Forest fir; loomed from slender reeds 36" to 136" long into rolls of same width and up to 120" feet long with 11 reeds to the inch; reeds straight, uniform, without nodes or breaks; stitched solid in 1" or 2" widths at specified for CSHouse 1950; information available by mail order at very reasonable price; also fabrics, accessories.—Armin Richter, 7661 Girard Avenue, La Jolla, Calif.

(584) Furniture, Retail: Information good source best lines contemporary furniture; designs by Eames, Saarinen, Martine, others; full interior design service; also fabrics, accessories.—Armin Richter, 7661 Girard Avenue, La Jolla, Calif.

(309) Rugs: Catalog, brochures probably best known line contemporary rugs, carpets; wide range colors, fabrics, patterns; features plain colors.—Klearflax Linen Looms, Inc., Thirty-third Street at Grand Avenue, Duluth, Minn.

(990) Vinyl-Cork Tile: Brochure with color chart on Dodge Vinyl-Cork Tile; combines advantages of cork and tough, glossy surface; bright, permanent colors, including several remarkably good plain colors; resilient, quiet, safe to walk on, long wearing; good insulating, sound deadening qualities; resistant to fire; requires no waxing; cleans with soap and water; inks, grease, scid, mild alkalies do not mar; merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Dodge Cork Company, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

(62a) Woven Cut-Pile Rugs: Full color literature Wunda Weave loom woven cut-pile cotton carpets, rugs; tough, durable cotton yarns pre-dyed for color penetration, evenness of tone; pile looms woven through back and double locked for durability; wash without fading, matting; clean with any vacuum; wide range good plain colors; available by square foot or in fringed or unfringed standard sizes; merit specified for use CSHouse 1950.—Belrug Mills, Inc., Greenville, S. C.

FURNITURE

(923) Contemporary Furniture: Brochure, remarkably well designed line commercial contemporary furniture; features strong construction; clean, simple lines; selected pieces merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Sterling Furniture, Inc., 1611 West Cortland Street, Chicago 22, Illinois.

(60a) Contemporary Furniture, Daybed: Information new retail outlet good lines contemporary furniture, accessories; includes exceptionally well designed Felmore day bed; seat pulls forward providing generous size single bed; 4½" thick foam rubber seat, fully upholstered reversible seat cushion, permanent deep coil spring back; frame available in walnut, oak, ash, black; legs aluminum or black steel; reasonably priced, shipped anywhere in country; this is remarkably good piece, deserves close attention.—Felmore Associates, 15221 Sunset Boulevard, Pacific Palisades, Los Angeles, Calif.

(949) Contemporary Tables: Information contemporary tables designed by Joseph Carreiro; won honorable mention 1949 Furniture Design Competition of AID; clean, well fabricated, worth close investigation.—Pine & Baker, 28 Otia Street, Cambridge 41, Mass.

(975) Furniture in Kit Form: Information well designed contemporary string, tape chairs in unfinished knock-down kits ready for assembly; also tables; available by mail order at very reasonable prices; well worth investigation.—Callfab Furniture Company, Post Office Box 215, San Gabriel, Calif.

(316) Furniture: Information top lines contemporary furniture designed by Eames, Naguchi, Nelson.—Herman Miller Furniture Company, Zeeland, Mich.

(562) Furniture, Retail: Information good source best lines contemporary furniture; designs by Eames, Saarinen, Martine, others; full interior design service; also fabrics, accessories.—Armin Richter, 7661 Girard Avenue, La Jolla, Calif.

PARAMOUNT FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CO. 8162 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 46, California
STEELBILT horizontal sliding window walls in the 1950 case study house - - 4801 e. washington, los angeles, california
The first guide book to the best contemporary architecture in the Southern California region. A handsome, 6 by 9 inch, spiral bound book containing locations and descriptions of over 200 residential and commercial buildings. Many illustrations including photographs, plans and maps.


PREPUBLICATION PRICE $1.75

Watling & Co.
126 W. THIRD ST.
LOS ANGELES 13
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# (974) Architectural Lighting: Booklet Gotham Contemporary Architectural Lighting featuring pendant, recessed light-troughs; illustrates flat, curved, diffusing, burred lenses; residential, commercial styles; specifications.—Gotham Lighting Corporation, 548 West Twenty-second Street, New York 11, N. Y.

# (909) Architectural Lighting: Exceptionally well prepared 36-page catalogue architectural lighting by Century for stores, display rooms, show windows, restaurants, museums, churches, auditorium, fairs, exhibits, hotels, nickels clubs, terminals; features optical units, downtiles, decorative units, reflector units, fluorescent units, spots, floods, strips, special signs, color media, dimmers, lamps, control; full data, including prices; worth study, file space.—Century Lighting, Inc., 419 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York 10, New York.

# (964) Bank, Office Lighting: Brochure planned lighting for banks, offices; covers recent advances use standard lighting equipment for architectural, illuminating results and influences properly maintained foot-candle levels to improve efficiency, increase working accuracy, add visual comfort; data costs, installation, maintenance; well illustrated; one of best sources information on subject.—Pittsburgh Reflector Company, 452 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

# (965) Contemporary Fixtures: Catalog, data good line contemporary fixtures, including complete selection recessed surface mounted lens, downlights incorporating Corning wide angle Pyrex lenses; recessed, semi-recessed, surface-mounted unit utilizing reflector lamps; modern chandeliers for widely diffused, even illumination; selected

(825) Contemporary Lighting Fixtures: Brochure illustrating complete selection of architectural lighting fixtures for every purpose. —General Lighting Company, 8336 West Third Street, Los Angeles 48, California.


• (911) Clareless Lamps: Brochure describes Lam Lamp, contemporary design, which provides well-diffused light which can be directed where needed. —The Lam Workshop, 63-A Summer Street, Somerville 43, Mass.

• (60a) Lamps, Lampshades: New catalog showing more than 70 modern and rattan lamps and occasional pieces; features Mobile table and floor lamps. —Decora Designs, 1853 West Flagler Street, Miami, Fla.

• (375) Lighting Fixtures: Brochures, bulletins, complete line recessed lighting fixtures, including specialties; multi-colored dining room lights, automatic closet lights, adjustable spots; full technical data, charts, prices. —Prye & Company, Inc., 140 North Towne Avenue, Pomona, Calif.

(70a) Portable Ball Table Lamp: Information on portable table lamp with 16" brass stem set in brass ball in base; concealed mechanism affords complete universal movement; swivel at top allows aluminum housing to rotate in all directions; plastic switch knob turns housing; leaf green, soft white, pewter grey, cherry red, lemon peel baked enamel, or brushed brass finish; designed by Harry Gitlin; merit specified for CSHouse 1950. —Middletown Manufacturing Company, Post Office Box 3440, Middletown, N. Y.

(36a) Slimline Fluorescent: Illumination data, specifications new Collegiate Slimline Fluorescent fixtures; designed for economical, efficient operation in commercial, institutional installations; steps up light levels with Duraglo white synthetic enamel finish; single-pin instant starting lamp, no starter needed; piano hinge assembly permits rapid lamp changes; well designed, soundly engineered; overall length 96¼", width 13½"; pendant or pedestal-type mounting. —Smoot-Holman Company, Inglewood, Calif.

(910) Theatrical Lighting: Smartly designed 48-page catalogue showing best in contemporary theater lighting for stage, exhibits, window displays, pageants, fashion shows, dance halls, cabarets, night clubs and fairs by Century lights, special equipment, control equipment, accessories; one of most complete workbooks published, completely illustrated.

- Merit specified by Mr. Raphael Soriano for CSHouse 1950 because it is the one floor tile that provides all these wanted features:
  - LOW UPKEEP
  - LONG WEAR
  - SAFE, NON-SKID SURFACE
  - COMFORTABLE TO WALK ON
  - SPOT AND STAIN RESISTANT
  - QUIET

Write for new catalog showing color patterns and specifications.

DODGE CORK COMPANY, INC., LANCASTER, PA.
West Coast Distributors
Los Angeles: The Roberts Co., 1230 South Boyle Ave.
San Francisco: Hill Corporation, 725 Third St.
Seattle: C. A. Nowell Co., 29 Westlake Ave., N.
For more than half a century leading architects have recognized the outstanding features and advantages of GRANT SILENT SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE. For a truly modern home, office, or institution—utilizing every inch of space, specify Grant hangers—constructed for durability, and long range economy.

Grant No. 16 single track and No. 17 double track silent sliding door hangers feature Nylon Ball Bearing Rollers, which eliminate all metal to metal contact, resulting in a silent, smooth operation. The No. 17 double track hanger simplifies installation. Additional exclusive features of the No. 16 and No. 17 hangers are:

- Center Hung Doors
- Doors Cannot Jump Track
- Three Adjustments
- Meet Low Headroom Requirements
- Self-Aligning Pendant Bolt
- GRANT also Manufactures:
  - Sash Pulleys
  - Curtain & Dropery Hardware
  - Waterproof Draw Slides
  - Stage Curtain
  - Gear Boxes & Track
  - Hospital Cubicle Hardware

Write Dept. M11 for complete illustrated literature
rers, adjustable bull-edge shelves; full length piano hinges; merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Faries Manufacturing Company, 1050 East Grand Avenue, Decatur, Ill.

(26) Bathroom cabinets: Folder bathroom cabinets, one piece drawn steel bodies, bandedierd after forming; also chrome bath accessories and wall mirrors.—F. H. Lawson Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

• (526) Shutterproof Shower Doors: Folder new Ripple-Lite shutterproof shower doors; all sizes, types shower doors, tub enclosures; polished aluminum frames, simply designed, Aynite Fiberglass laminate panels; major savings due to lighter weight than comparable products and complete absence of replacement costs; good products, "merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—O'Morrow Corporation, 4509 Firestone Boulevard, South Gate, Calif.

(90a) Shower Doors, Tub Enclosures: Well prepared two-color brochure American Maid shower doors, tub enclosures; mirror-polished aluminum frames, non-corrosive throughout; water-tight glass, pressure set in neoprene; anti-drip channel and squeegee; continuous piano hinges; highest grade glass; one of best lines, good contemporary design, new workmanship; merit specified CSHouse Program.—American Shower Door Company, Inc., 1028 North La Brea Avenue, Los Angeles 38, Calif.

• (953) Stainless Steel Shower Floor: Information Pemaflex one-piece stainless steel shower floors; leakproof, skid-proof, permanent, sanitary, easily installed; heavy deep-drawn stainless steel, underside coated with sound deadening asphalt rubber emulsion; costs less than tile; this is sensible product, merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—The O'Morrow Corporation, 4509 Firestone Boulevard, South Gate, Calif.

(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, data electric water heaters; good design.—Bauer Manufacturing Company, 3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California.

RADIOS

• (27a) Custom Radio-Phonographs: Information Gateway To Music custom radio-phonograph installations; top quality at reasonable cost; wide variety custom-built tuners, A.M.-F.M., amplifiers, record changers including three-speed changers which play consecutively both sides all types of records; television, magnetic recorders, other optional; cabinets also available; five-year parts, labor warranty; merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Gateway to Music, 3089 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

• (948) Record Changer: Literature, data new Markel 3-speed Playmaster, only complete 3-speed changer that automatically plays all speeds and all sizes of records and automatically plays both sides of 10" and 12" records continuously in sequence; handles 12 12" 33-1/3 records for total of 9 hours playing time; remarkably well engineered; this item must for all interested in sound equipment.—Markel Electric Products, Inc., 145 Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

SASH, DOORS AND WINDOWS

• (522) Awning Windows: Brochure Gate City Awning Windows for homes, offices, apartments, hotels; controlled by worm and gear drive operating two sets of raising mechanisms distributing raising force to both sides of sash; standard and special sizes; contemporary design.—Gate City Sash & Door Company, 15 Southwest Third Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

• (556) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-metal sash doors; provides ventilating screen door, sash door, permanent outside door all in one.—West Coast Screen Company, 1127 East Sixty-third Street, Los Angeles, Calif. (in 11 western states only).

• (151) Folding Doors: Idea-packed 12-page brochure Modern-fold doors; accordion-type folding walls, top hung, no floor track; metal frame with leath-erette cover; good contemporary design accessory.—New Castle Products, New Castle, Ind.

• (901) Hollow Core Flush Door: Brochure Pane Rezo hollow core flush door featuring interlocking air-cell grid core combining the strength of cross-banded plywood with lightness in weight; accurately mortised and framed together, and overlaid with matched resin-glued plywood panels; one of best products in field.—L. J. Carr and Company, Post Office Box 1282, Sacramento, Calif.

• (950) Metal Window, Door Casings: Folder Milcor Steel window, door casings; simple, clean, good for contemporary houses; solid or expansion wings; all styles straight, uniform, permitting good mitres at corners, neat, invisible union with plaster surfaces.—Inland Steel Products Company, Box 393, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

• (24a) Reversible Action Sash Hardware: Folder Whitco reversible action sash hardware permitting two-side window cleaning from inside; adaptable to all casements, awning-type windows or transoms regardless of size, style; wind-holder stops slamming from wind-pressure, yet always free-acting, sag-proof; eternolated steel or perpetual solid brass; interchangeable, fits either right or left swinging casements, top or bottom hung awning-type windows; full specification, installation data; well designed, engineered; worth investigating.—Vincent Whitney Company, P.O. Box 335, Sausalito, Calif.

• (927) Rubber Weatherstripping: Brochure, folders Bridgeport Inner-Seal Weatherstripping; spring wire, rubber construction; remarkable sealing qualities, easy to install; waterproof, won't stain sills, resilient, inexpensive; a remarkably well engineered product merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Bridgeport Fabrics, Inc., 165 Holland Avenue, Bridgeport 1, Conn.

• (38a) Store Fronts: Information Natcor Store Fronts; fully extruded alumi-nized aluminum mouldings and entrances; narrow stile doors and jambs; sturdy, modern; specification data and engineering aid available.—Natcor Store Fronts, Taunton, Mass.

• (550) Windows, Horizontally Sliding: Folder Steelbilt horizontally sliding windows, doors; wide range stock sizes adaptable to contemporary design; nar-row mullions, muntins; outside screens.—Steelbilt Inc., 401 E. Washington, Los Angeles, Calif.

SPECIALTIES

• (1a) Door Lookout: Information new B-Safe wide angle door lookout; glass optical system encased in slender cylinder of lock metal with silent-operat-ing eyepiece shutter; wide angle lens system permits viewer to inspect those outside in full figure, but visitors cannot see in; easily installed wood or metal doors up to 2" thickness; tamper-proof, well designed; merit specified for CSHouse 1950.—Dansa Products
Where to plan double telephone outlets in new homes

Adjoining rooms where your customers will spend most of their time—such as bedrooms or the living room and kitchen—are convenient spots for double outlets. The diagram above illustrates how two outlet boxes may be fastened together... an excellent arrangement for either portable or fixed telephones.

Complete layout includes outlet boxes, concealed wiring and a protector cabinet. New telephones can be added and old telephones moved later on should the need arise. And the cost is small. For free help in planning, call your local Pacific Telephone Office and ask for "Architects and Builders Service."

Put built-in telephone facilities in your plans

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company

Corporation, 52 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y.

(21a) Folding Stairway: Information EZ-Way Folding Stairway; light pull on cord brings stairway through trap door; light rush sends it back up; brings more usable space to homes, cottages, garages; well conceived product merits consideration. —Minnesota Wood Specialties, Inc., Post Office Box 216, St. Paul Park, Minnesota.

(37) Magnetic Tape Recorder: Brochure high fidelity magnetic tape recorder for custom installation in studios, schools, houses, industrial plants; instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording; separate head for high frequency erase, record, playback; well engineered, reasonably priced.—Berlant Associates, 4917 W. Jefferson, Los Angeles 16, Calif.

(59a) Paper Table Mats: Information, samples paper table mats with contemporary designs; come in sets of 24, celophane wrapped, each package one design but in three different colors; priced so they can be discarded after one use; good answer to table setting problem.—Sieck-Rowell Designs, 14 School Street, Danielson, Conn.

(93a) Plastics Extrusions: Remarkably well-prepared two-color 8-page catalog explaining many forms plastics extrusions for designers, engineers; photographs, sketches of components fabricated for wide variety of industrial, consumer products; helps visualize possible use in design field; contains compact survey properties thermoplastics.—Anchor Plastics Company, Inc., 533 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.

(22a) Prefabricated Chimney: Folder entitled "Vitroliner Type 'E' Flue": functions as a complete chimney for all home heating equipment; individually designed to fit the particular roof pitch of house with tailor-made roof flashing and flue housing; made of heavy-gauge steel, carefully coated with acid-resisting porcelain; low initial cost; installs in two hours, light weight, saves floor space, improves heating efficiency, shipped complete in two cartons; listed by UL for all fuels; good product, definitely worth investigation.—Condensation Engineering Corporation, 3511 W. Potomac, Chicago 3, Ill.

(973) Quick Setting Furring Cement: Information Acorn Furring Cement; sets wood trim, base, panel furring or floor sleepers to concrete and masonry without plugs, bolts or any other mechanical support; sets trim in straight lines without shims or spacers; solid in 90 minutes; test show high strength.—Acorn Adhesives & Supply Company, 1011 West Eleventh Street, Los Angeles 15, Calif.

(25a) Prefabricated Chimney: Folded paper box, light ivory, sky blue, sunlight yellow, forest green; this new proven product merits investigation.—San Francisco Architectural Floor Sleepers to Concrete and Masonry; comes in sets wood trim, base, panel furring or floor sleepers to concrete and masonry without plugs, bolts or any other mechanical support; sets trim in straight lines without shims or spacers; solid in 90 minutes; test show high strength.—Acorn Adhesives & Supply Company, 1011 West Eleventh Street, Los Angeles 15, Calif.

(20a) Silicone Water Repellent: Manual on exterior masonry waterproofing, featuring Crystal silicone water repellent; invisible after application; does not change color or texture of surface; makes surfaces stainproof, prevents efflorescence; repels water throughout entire depth of penetration; one coat sufficient, can be applied at any temperature; product merits investigation.—plicity, modern design through use of Wurndack Chemical Company, 4975 Pyler Avenue, St. Louis 9, Mo.

(93a) Translucent Structural Panel: Full color folder Corruglafg translucent structural panels of reinforced corrugated plastic: will not crack, buckle, warp, sag; easily worked; inexpensive to install; offers unlimited design possibilities; comes in coral, skylight green, light ivory, sky blue, sunlight yellow, forest green; this new proven product merits investigation.—San Francisco
Coal mine tailings, stone dust, or what...
NEW ARRIVALS ARE CONSTANTLY COMING IN TO OUR LOS ANGELES SHOWROOM TO BE INSTALLED IN VARIOUS SETTINGS.

You are invited to bring or send your clients to our showroom—newly designed by Charles Eames—where you will see the newest furniture from America's foremost collection of modern furniture.

Installed expertly in the homes of some of America's finest decorators, your furniture needs can be met when you choose from America's foremost collection of modern furniture.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF UNESCO, AUGUST, 1950

PROFOUNDLY MOVED by the armed attack of which the Republic of Korea has been the victim, and which led the Security Council of the United Nations to adopt certain measures with a view to re-establishing peace and security,

CONSIDERING that one of the essential aims of Unesco is, as stated in Article I of its Constitution, "to contribute to peace and security by promoting collaboration among the nations through education, science and culture in order to further universal respect for justice, for the rule of law and for the human rights and fundamental freedoms for the peoples of the world . . .";

CONSIDERING that the General Conference at its Fifth Session, reaffirmed that "all the activities of Unesco must be directed towards the peace and prosperity of mankind" and that these "activities to be fully effective, imply a truly and sincerely universal outlook excluding all thought of aggression, and founded on recognition of the principles of justice and freedom on which the Constitution of the Organization is based;"

CONSIDERING that, in the resolutions adopted by the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council on 31 July 1950 and 14 August 1950, respectively, the Specialized Agencies were requested, in accordance with the terms of their agreements with the United Nations to give whatever help the Unified Command of the United Nations in Korea might request, in order to assist and bring aid to the civilian population in Korea,

CONSIDERING that the Economic and Social Council, in its resolution of 14 August 1950, also stressed the necessity for aid in securing the understanding and the support of the peoples of the world for the action of the United Nations in Korea, and requested the Secretary-General to seek, in the name of the Council, whatever form of co-operation was best adapted to this purpose,

TAKING NOTE of the communications of the Secretary-General of the United Nations concerning the help which Unesco could give, in accordance with the above-mentioned resolution,

ASSURES the population of Korea of its deep and earnest sympathy,

RENDERS respectful homage to the soldiers of the United Nations who are fighting on the Korean front in the name of international solidarity,

RECALLS that international peace and security must be based on the respect of the principles of law and the decisions of the competent organs of the United Nations, if force is not to triumph over law, and if justice is to be maintained,

EXPRESSES its confidence in the programme and methods of Unesco in serving the aims of peace of the United Nations, through the perfecting of international co-operation, through the amelioration of the living conditions of man and through the development of international understanding by means of education, science and culture.

CONSIDERS, that in order that Unesco may aid the United Nations in eliminating the dangers of war more effective, it is particularly urgent, at this moment when human solidarity is under trial and when human rights are in peril, that still wider and more active support should be given to the execution of its mission, by Governments and National Commissions of Member States.

DECIDES that within the framework of its competence, UNESCO will give all possible aid and assistance to the action undertaken by the United Nations in Korea and towards this end . . .

. . . INSTRUCTS the Director-General:

(1) to relieve the needs of the civilian population in Korea within the fields of education, science and culture, by means of emergency relief, and, at the appropriate time by a reconstruction project;

(2) to develop, within the resources at his disposal, including the periodical publications of the Organization, the execution of the programme resolutions concerning Teaching about the United Nations and its specialized Agencies, putting particular emphasis on the necessity for collective security, based on respect for law, with the aid of concrete examples and to this end to utilize appropriate documentation provided by the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

APPEALS to the Governments and National Commissions of Member States to participate to the extent of the means at their disposal in this action,

REQUESTS non-governmental organizations, which participate in the task of Unesco, men and women whose activities are devoted to education, science, culture and information, and all those who wish to live in peace with their fellow men, to contribute to the work of Unesco, in that spirit of liberty continued on page 50
Since what is shown is just my own work, done recently in Japan, under rushed conditions, in a land barely finding its way out of the debris of war, I can say very little, excepting that I did what I could. I used whatever materials were at hand, mainly the earth itself, or bamboo, or wood, or plaster to show the proportions of an object to be cut in stone. Indeed, when all the possibilities of modern technologies are lost, one returns once more to basic things, to basic materials, to basic thoughts. One starts all over again, and I think it good. A people who have lost so much may gain this very great truth if they have the strength. It takes fortitude to see good in poverty when oneself is poor. Few are lacking in envy, but I think I saw less ill will in Japan than elsewhere. I found a kind of envy without bitterness; envy, for instance, of our American energy and imagination, our efficiency and drive. They wanted to learn all this, and to be strong, and to eat well, and to have this energy. I suggested that to be modern did not mean to copy us but to be themselves, looking to their own roots for strength and inspiration. They wanted to look to me to show them how to function again after the long years of totalitarian misdirection of all energies, and I found it a duty to do what I could to help prime the pump of their renaissance. I said they should work for each other to develop their own communal life in which the arts would have their proper contribution to make. The international world of art in which they are all so interested would, I thought, take care of itself. But, perhaps, I oversimplified matters and was suggesting an ideal of independence no longer possible. For there is everywhere but one world really, and people are everywhere mutually involved. I told them that many Americans were not at all sure about mere progress being such a good thing; at least, I did not think we made a cult of materialism. Even though we are very adept at its practice, our best ideals lead elsewhere. It might even lead to concepts of space and living not unlike their own. I suggested that they wait before (continued on page 27)
copying us too avidly. Many Japanese, having seen much of Western culture, turn appreciatively to their ancient heritage. But, of course, old things cannot, and should not, be copied because no copy ever resurrected anything. There is only birth or no birth, and birth is that total thing that comes from within. To be totally oneself, creation must come totally from within; and that kind of consciousness is, I suppose, something we share in common, a mutual personality, so that when anyone creates something it is as if it were self-created by each and everyone. So the new Orient must come fresh born of itself, and that, in turn, is necessarily involved also with us. An innocent synthesis must rise from the embers of the past. My exhibition and my work there was merely to indicate a possibility.—Isamu Noguchi.

The sculptures on the opposite page are: upper right, “Mu;” lower left, “Love of two boards;” center pieces from left to right, “Skin and bones,” “Haniiwa,” and “My Mu.” This page, top left, “Atsuhi or “Hot Day;” bottom left, “Setto Momo no kokemono;” right panel from top to bottom: “Kohabito,” “Junsan or Policeman,” “1950 No Kodomo” meaning “1950’s Child,” “Waki hito.”
The work of Matthew Nowicki had those qualities inherent in lasting architecture. It is bold yet modest, human yet precise, and has a look of freshness and beauty seldom found. His collaboration was inspiring to his associates.—Office of William Henley Deitrick
Matthew Nowicki was a great architect and a most gifted designer. He was cut down before he could produce more than a small part of all that his talent promised: our architectural world will be empty without him. His associates on the United Nations miss him bitterly.—Wallace K. Harrison
Matthew’s last eight weeks were spent in India. In the most pervasively trying set of circumstances and working conditions that either of us had ever encountered, Matthew achieved a rare mosaic of architectural understanding and virtuosity, of personal sympathy and humanity, even of political skill and tact, rare both because it is so rarely required and because so few could have attained it. There is personal grief in Simla for Matthew, shared by draftsmen, engineers, civil servants, politicians, ministers.—Albert Mayer
If time had allowed his genius to spread its wings in full, this poet-philosopher of form would have influenced the whole course of architecture as profoundly as he inspired his friends.—Eero Saarinen
Matthew Nowicki promised to be one of America’s greatest architects of our time. He was a thorough modernist, without pretensions or egotism. As a sensitive urbanist, he designed his buildings as part and parcel of their urban and natural surroundings, and in harmony with neighboring historical structures. He was an inspiring teacher who taught what he practiced: cooperative group work, buildings as part of cities expressing and serving today’s needs and culture.—Clarence Stein

Matthew Nowicki
Matthew Nowicki, a new American of Polish nationality, killed in an airplane crash a month ago, was a new kind of modern architect. He was new in that he respected equally engineering innovations and the forms of past architecture. He was young enough not to have to be “modern.” His training was more a loving study of the Renaissance than the rigorous academism of modernism. He loved both Michelangelo and Frank Lloyd Wright. His championship of FORM was new for a generation of architects brought up on FUNCTION. He was at the beginning of life.

The first tribute printed below was written by Nowicki’s close friend and admirer, the architectural critic, Lewis Mumford. The others were written by his architectural collaborators: with William Henley Deitrick, he designed the State Fair Grounds at Raleigh, North Carolina; with Wallace K. Harrison, he worked on the designs for the United Nations; with Albert Mayer and Julian Whittlesey, he collaborated on plans for the capital city of the Punjab; with Eero Saarinen, he drew up a comprehensive plan for Brandeis University; and with Clarence Stein, he designed a shopping center for southern California, and a two-level solution for Columbus Circle.

Matthew Nowicki. His architecture recognized no provinciality of time or place or method: it took the measure of man and sought to bring together the regional and the universal, the mechanical and the personal. Beyond the United Nations, which he served, he saw a united man and prepared a home for his use and delight. Nowicki was graduated from the Polytechnic in Warsaw and in the brief year before the Nazi invasion, he had risen to the top of his profession. Following Plato, he held that architecture was essentially a pedagogical art: the architect was a teacher, a “promoter of new ideas beneficial to the life of man.” He himself taught by the best of methods: his loving and lovable example. Though Nowicki was too deeply committed to freedom and democracy to accept the repressive forms of totalitarian communism, he nevertheless became the inevitable choice of Poland for the United Nations Board of Design. No member of that Board was better prepared than Nowicki as both architect and designer of cities: few architects anywhere could match him in his adventurousness and gaiety, his open-eyed daring, his fertility of invention, his unflagging discipline, his deep sense of duty, above all, in the humility that is given only to great genius.

Those who know Matthew Nowicki’s work intimately, who can estimate his potentialities as well as his performances, have no doubt that he, more surely than any of his contemporaries, bore within the seed of a new age. In his designs, spontaneity and discipline, power and love, form and function, mechanical structure and symbol were united. That which he left undone through his death must now call forth the creative efforts of a whole generation.—Lewis Mumford
Noguchi was invited to do a room within the Shin Roi Sha, "Building of Welcome," for Keiyo University. The room is a memorial to his poet father, who had taught at the University for almost forty years. The work was undertaken in collaboration with the architect Taniguchi. The room itself is approximately 40 feet square. In the corner, shielded by the curved 6-foot high wall, is the small library. In the center is a circular fireplace about 5 feet in diameter made of black stone, the top 3-inch layer made of pie shaped sections spaced apart for ventilation; the whole between two pillars, one a supporting one, the other a smoke-stack, and, attached to this and barely touching the other, a shoeshaped hood. The flooring is on three different levels; the lowest, stone; the next, wood; and the top one mat for sitting. This sitting level being all equidistant from the stone level, and being only half a level above (9") the walking level should give a sense of space uncluttered by furniture. The backs are made of an oval binding of bamboo mat.

The exhibition was first held at the Mitsukoshi Department Store, then re-opened in Osaka, and thereafter scheduled to show in various other cities; a complete itinerary in Japan has not yet been fixed.
As a body of music these quartets continue the tradition of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven at the level attained by the last and most powerful chamber music of these composers, a level that Brahms alone among later nineteenth century composers occasionally reached. Hearing these quartets one may wonder anew at the inextricable connection of Beethoven’s Ninth and Mozart’s last three string quartets. Their music remains as demanding, and difficult, as ever.
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This fine Genuine EVERSHPAR Ball Pen with the KIMBERLEY Long Life Cartridge and any name engraved in gilt for only $1.00. Postage paid.
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**MERIT-SPECIFIED—Velvatone interior and exterior colored wall finishes—Insultone insulating plaster and Acoustiflex acoustic plaster—have been added to the carefully selected list of products merit specified for use in the Case Study House Program—a distinction finishes and great insulation values both thermal and acoustic.**
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**STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946 TITLE 39, United States Code, Section 2331, of Arts and Architecture,**

I. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:

1. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
   - Publisher: John D. Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 2, California; Editor, John D. Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 2, California; Business Manager, F. M. Brown, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 2, California.
   - The owner is: John D. Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 2, California.
   - The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None.
   - Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where the stockholders or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting; also the statement in the two paragraphs above which characterizes all of its actions with a view to reinforcing in the minds of men the intellectual and moral defences of peace through law which the United Nations are responsible for developing and maintaining.

In implementing the above resolution, the Executive Board: AUTHORIZES THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL,
1. With a view to providing assistance to the civilian population of Korea:
   - (a) to send a mission to Korea, upon the request of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to investigate the needs of the civilian population of Korea, in liaison with the United Nations Command and the appropriate organs of the United Nations responsible for civilian relief;
   - (b) to provide, upon request, educational supplies on an emergency basis;
   - (c) to prepare in close liaison with the United Nations and other Specialized Agencies and launch a campaign in co-operation with Member States, their National Commissions and with non-governmental organizations, for assistance to the Republic of Korea in the field of educational, scientific and cultural relief and reconstruction.

2. With a view to developing education about the United Nations and Specialized Agencies,
   - (a) to prepare, in close and constant collaboration with the United Nations, both written and audio-visual materials for use in schools, and adult classes and universities;
   - (b) to produce and distribute these to Member States in English, French and Spanish, in sufficient quantities to enable Member States to adapt them and diffuse them on a large scale for their own purposes;
   - (c) to put at the disposal of the Secretary-General of the United Nations two specialists with instructions to cooperate with the United Nations Secretariat in order to assemble relevant documentation in connection with the United Nations' action in Korea.
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monic reference. For the same reasons that have made them so suddenly popular his quartets may not wear so well as those by Schoenberg. Or it may be that, when the larger context of the Schoenberg quartets has become familiar, the Bartok quartets will take on a fresh quality in relation to them, like the Mozart quartets in relation to those by Beethoven.

All three composers accept and use, each in his own way, with more or less exact system, a harmony which takes for granted the chromatic equality of the twelve tones in the octave. The twelve-tone method of Schoenberg has been thoroughly documented and is already producing among lesser artists a new pedantry. Bartok’s method borrows somewhat from that of Schoenberg, who returns the compliment, it may be undeliberately, by using in his String Trio the five movements with the introduction recurring at the end, invented by Bartok.

Ives’s devices are his own, individually arrived at and difficult to separate from the immediate context in which they are used. Practically every device of twentieth century composition has been anticipated by Ives somewhere in his music; in most instances he has been the first to use it. In Bartok’s Fourth Quartet, for instance, the fragment of folk melody that is the basis of thematic development is exposed briefly at the end of the movement. Ives in the same way exposes his underlying hymn tune at the end of the first and last movements of the Third Violin Sonata. All three composers use the technic of continuous variation.

No composer but Ravel has introduced voice in chamber music so successfully as Schoenberg. Bartok entirely avoids it. Ives has written many of his songs with very original chamber music settings, later revised for piano. Schoenberg introduces the singing voice to glorious effect in the two final movements of the Second Quartet and less gratefully in one movement of the Serenade; the Ode to Napoleon is built around the song-speaking voice, supported by piano and string quartet.

As Henry Cowell has remarked, there is no reason why the peculiar combination of two violins, viola, and cello should be given a special place in chamber music at the expense of other equally useful combinations. Yet no other during the eighteenth, nine-
form, with a dense complexity of workmanship after the manner of Brahms. The First Quartet by Bartok is less eclectic and in some ways closer to the natural style of Brahms, but sections already stand apart from the traditional context, evoking the night-music with its translucent nature-sounds, and the tight folk-rhythms of the last three quartets.

As a whole, the movement structure of Schoenberg is more traditional than that of Bartok, though there is a tendency for the form to seek five movements, as in the String Trio, after the manner of the Fourth and Fifth Quartets by Bartok. Ives, with his characteristic independence of traditional movement structures, puts together a dramatically counterpointed Discussion, an Argument (scherzo) of violently opposed voices, and a Call of the Mountains in polyphonic melodies long as Mahler's and even more vigorously contrasted.

Of the eleven quartets, that by Ives is the most outspokenly original and perhaps the most prophetic of new things to come. The Third by Schoenberg is the definitive example of the harmonically expanded, melodic polyphony of the twentieth century at work upon strictly traditional forms. Schoenberg's Fourth Quartet and String Trio emerge into fresh fields of ultra-harmonic consonance, if such a term can be used to describe the already audible consistency of their sound within the extensions of chromaticism organized by the twelve-tone method. One may call this, not exclusively, music of the future already achieved, without the idiosyncratic peculiarity which makes the Ives quartet rather prophetic than a new form established.

The Bartok quartets are less melodic, generally slighter in structure and more delicate and lively in texture than those by Schoenberg and Ives, though a more delicate texture than that of Schoenberg's String Trio would be difficult to imagine. The melodic figures move often within a very narrow range of tightly integrated, rhythmically concentrated counterpoint. Bartok's counterpoint is often a function of his rhythm; the rhythm of Schoenberg and Ives, resembling that of Monteverdi madrigals, ebbs and flows in polyphonic paragraphs like waves around a rock. Bartok is prolific of new devices to make the individual tone sound, as if it were a new thing in nature, experienced for itself without har-
These eleven quartets stand apart from other twentieth century chamber music by an extraordinary inventiveness and variety of new technical devices. They do not break with the tradition, or like the single quartet by Webern reduce it to its ultima ratio. They enlarge the conception of a style for four instruments by adding to it the full weight and extension of the late-Romantic symphony. To a considerable extent this enlargement has been the consequence of accepting at full value the polyphonic implications of the extended melody of Liszt, Wagner, and Bruckner, out of Schubert, which so upset the classical unities of later nineteenth century symphonic style. String quartet is a more useful polyphonic medium than the symphony orchestra; but the polyphonic use of such extended melodies played by four distinctively heard instruments will impose upon the harmony an increasing amount of dissonance, if the parts are not to be lost in such a warm chromatic bath as that of Strauss’s Domestic Symphony—or for that matter Schoenberg’s early string sextet Transfigured Night. Polytonality may be an adequate solution for music in two or occasionally in three parts. In four parts polytonality must be capable of four distinct divisions, or it will inevitably come down again to two. This is the problem of Milhaud. For further example one need only consider the four short isolated movements for string quartet by Stravinsky, among the most dissonant of his compositions.

The attempt to impose on string quartet an even contrapuntal style, resembling that of Bach’s keyboard music, has brought both Hindemith and Harris to disaster. The four parts, though equal in value, are very different in quality; they must combine by contrasts, avoiding the continuously uniform registration of multi-voiced keyboard style. Mozart explored this medium by adapting several of Bach’s fugues, but the adagios he composed to accompany these translations are better suited to the quartet idiom. The first quartet by Schoenberg is the best example of melody as songlike as that of Schubert, polyphonically compounded and elaborated with all the inner working of a rich symphonic art. The first development section follows closely that of the first movement of Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony. The several distinct but continuous movements are joined into a single enlarged Liszian sonata-
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compositions by such other composers as Ravel, Hindemith, Berg, and Milhaud, are the central core of that art.

Several of these works have been available in more or less representative individual recordings, notably the Bartok Fifth played by the Hungarian Quartet and the Schoenberg Third played by the new Pro-Arte with Rudolf Kolisch, leader of the former Kolisch Quartet. It has not until now been possible for the general listener to make an accurate appraisal of the force and direction of these eleven preeminently important twentieth century quartets. With these available for repeated hearing in definitive performances one can expect a rapid change in the general comprehension of twentieth century music.

Apart from Bartok and Schoenberg, twentieth century chamber music has shown no definite direction of style. The single quartets by Debussy and Ravel and the too seldom heard Vaces Intimae by Sibelius, representative of the best work of these composers, stand alone without past or future. Hindemith, Milhaud, and Roy Harris have each written several quartets in a variety of forms without establishing any one style, except the always charming but slight lyricism of Milhaud, as peculiarly their own. Chamber music has been for them another manner of occasional composition.

To rank the Second Quartet by Ives with the works by Bartok and Schoenberg instead of among the occasional productions of other twentieth century composers may seem presumptuous to those who are not yet well acquainted with this quartet. That it was written early in the century is no argument in its favor, though listeners may be startled to find Schoenberg anticipated in the first movement and Bartok in the second. The third movement anticipates nobody; it is the best single movement by Ives yet to be heard; its breadth, compression, and polyphonic independence expose the more nervous, and in some ways narrower, working of its European rivals. This quartet is the best proof that the music of Ives, as the critic Alfred Frankenstein recently asserted, "will figure largely in the second half of the twentieth century." It is a renewed argument for complete performance of the Fourth Symphony with its still untried finale. One may hope to learn that the unknown First Quartet bears the same relation to the Second as the First Piano Sonata to the better known Concord (Second) Sonata.
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bad press which Hollywood got when the President of the Screen Directors Guild, Joseph Manckiewicz, at first refused to take a loyalty oath on his return from Europe, on the grounds that the measure to insist on this procedure had not been constitutionally adopted. It matters little that later constitutionality was adhered to, and he signed the affidavit; what matters is that newspapers throughout the country branded Hollywood screen directors as communists. One cannot escape the conclusion that if the Screen Directors Guild had not initiated this step in its membership in the first place, Hollywood would never have gotten this particular black eye. Again, logic does strongly suggest that it is the communists themselves who promote strife—and the Screen Directors Guild was a scene of several week's bedlam—as clamoring for oath-taking. This looks to be a very subtle, an un-American maneuver. It ought to be remembered, too, that film workers in the Third Reich, and film workers in the Soviet Union, had to take loyalty oaths. In Germany they took them once a year on Hitler's birthday.

MUSIC

PETER YATES

TWENTIETH CENTURY CHAMBER MUSIC

The appearance of the six string quartets by Bela Bartok (recorded by the Juilliard Quartet), the four quartets by Arnold Schoenberg (the first public issue of the recordings made privately in Hollywood by the Kolisch Quartet during 1937), and the Second Quartet by Charles Ives (Walden Quartet), all within a few months, brings to focus the art of twentieth century chamber music. Until now twentieth century chamber music has seemed, to all but a few listeners, who have enjoyed special opportunities to hear it, to be a diffuse spread of occasional compositions with no stylistic focus or core. These quartets, to which may be added Schoenberg's Septet and String Trio, Bartok's Contrasts, and a few representative
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information in Hollywood had the same experience. The point of Mr. Menjou’s reported findings seems to be that the American public apparently does not read the full text of Congressional Hearings; is apparently satisfied to glance at dramatic headlines and extract the easy obvious; and is apparently indifferent about the cross-currents of Hollywood’s drawing room politics in the first place. The case of Shirley Temple will suffice to indicate how broad the jump to conclusions can sometimes be. When she was seven or eight, Shirley’s agent authorized Christmas greetings in publications throughout the world through paid advertising. One of the papers was the French Communist news organ, “L’Humanite.” On the basis of this prima facie evidence, Shirley was branded as a Communist supporter by Congressman Dies in Congress.

It is the view of many serious people in Hollywood that an oath of this kind—although, as one trade paper aptly pointed out, by scouts take one before every troop meeting, why shouldn’t grown men?—may ultimately do more harm than good. The Communist Party, according to recent reports, has instructed its membership to take loyalty oaths of any kind without compunction or without reference to the principles of freedom of conscience involved, which is, of course, in general conformity with the Party practice of accepting the means for sake of the extremes. This means, in effect, that honest, sincere, loyal Americans who have designed this oath as an instrument of rooting out evildoers and evil-thinkers and evil-thinkers, will be standing shoulder to shoulder with the very element which they have been attempting to expose and out. And to complete the circle, logic, it seems, would dictate that the very men and women who now insist on a loyalty oath would themselves be guilty of association. Such documents as “Red Channels” and the “Fourth Report on Un-American Activities in California,” compiled by a State Committee headed by Senator Jack Tenney, have established categories of culpability, to which now must be added proponents of loyalty oaths.

And if logic should not suffice, then it can be pointed out that Hollywood today, torn by wrangling, name-calling, division and internecine quarrelling, represents a situation which Communists themselves would have joyfully concocted, for Communism, we are told, thrives on dissension, suspicion and unrest. The MPIC is dedicated to bringing good will to the industry; yet, look at the
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critics. In his latest book, *Impressionists and Symbolists*, he picks up the threads of an earlier work oddly titled *Modern Painters*, for it began with Goya and ended with Courbet who died in 1877. This volume begins with Manet, who in 1855 was a pupil of Couture in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and closes with Toulouse-Lautrec, who died at 37 in 1901 and currently is the subject of a commemorative exhibition in New York. The book is profusely illustrated, though the cuts are small and in black and white, and it provides a good general introduction to the kind of painting most acceptable and admired by the public today.

As critic, Venturi seldom passes up an opportunity to leap upon his favorite hobby horses. Consequently it behooves the reader to watch the performance closely or he will find himself galloping off into a never-never land. This happens when Venturi veers off into obscure, mystic passages marked by such rhapsodic phrases as "joy of creation," "pure creativity," "passion" and that old harpy " beauty." The author also applies his own arbitrary criteria in evaluating particular pictures. This arbitrariness proceeds from an insistence upon unified, articulated space and volume. However, it is precisely the rejection of expected color values and space construction by the Impressionists that opened the way to twentieth-century painting.

Although invidious comparisons are odious, it must be said for the meat and potatoes reader that the subject has been covered more adequately and intensively by Wilenski and Rewald. More adequately because Wilenski's *Modern French Painters* awakens to more blooded life the men and the period in which they lived. More intensively in Rewald's *The History of Impressionism* which exhaustively documents the struggle for recognition and exposes more clearly creative problems and contributions as well as the all-important interacting influence these men had upon each other. Nevertheless, *Impressionists and Symbolists*, well-indexed and with a good bibliography, takes a needed place as a serviceable introduction to nineteenth century painting.

---

**CINEMA**

ROBERT JOSEPH

Within the near future the personnel of the motion picture industry in Hollywood shall be called upon to take a mass loyalty oath as a step toward assuring the American public that Hollywood is not a seething hotbed of disloyalty, and that American films which appear on neighborhood theater screens are not surfeited with subversive content. The oath itself, in the form of an affidavit, shall be voluntary, with its wording and text prepared after much study and care by a specially selected sub-committee of the Motion Picture Industry Council, an organization comprising almost all of the leading craft unions, talent-creative guilds and management. The MPIC is dedicated itself to improving Hollywood's public relations. The oath, in effect, will be designed to guarantee the essential Americanism of those who work in the industry—from receptionists to producers—and to discount the extent of parlor pinkism in the film capital, discrediting what is left.

There is no doubt that intermittent Congressional and State investigations, as well as both loose and thoughtful charges have combined to give the general public the sense that there is a groundswell of left thinking in Hollywood. The public has assumed somewhat similar attitudes toward other artists' colonies like Taos, Wesport, Carmel and Greenwich Village in the past. But there is also reasonable doubt and cause for wonder whether or not a loyalty oath, voluntarily imposed upon the industry, is the most effective way of either solving this particular problem in public relations, or the most effective way of separating the sheep from the goats.

It will be remembered that screen actor Adolphe Menjou was one of the most direct and evocative spokesmen for cleansing the Hollywood stables of Hollywood's frenetic fringe. Yet, it was Mr. Menjou himself who reportedly recounted later that while on tour in the hinterlands, he was often confronted with completely incorrect charges that he himself was a communist or fellow traveler. Other stars who also appeared as friendly witnesses for the Congressional Committee which investigated the extent of communist dom-
THE WORK OF OSCAR NIEMEYER by Stamo Papadaki. Reinhold Publishing Corporation—$8.50. Since his collaboration with Lucio Costa and Paul Lester Wiener on the Brazilian Pavilion at the New York World's Fair of 1938, Oscar Niemeyer has exerted increasing influence on that contemporary international style, functionalism, of which LeCorbusier is the most prominent exponent. The first comprehensive survey of The Work of Oscar Niemeyer is by the same author, Stamo Papadaki, who did a similar job on LeCorbusier in 1948. Most of the 220 pages of this book are given over to plans and photographs, starting with a day nursery of 1937 and culminating with a projected manufacturing center for food industries in 1950. In between are the justly-famed Ministry of Education and Health in Rio de Janeiro, homes, hotels, office buildings, theaters, monuments, and the startling Church of Saint Francis of Assisi at Pampulha. On the basis of this body of work, there no longer can be any question that Niemeyer has attained major stature as an architect whose personal style has far-reaching implications. It might be well to mention some of those implications.

Along with such fellow countrymen as Lucio Costa and Alfonso Eduardo Reidy, Niemeyer, as a Brazilian, enjoys certain special advantages. Outside the main currents of architectural exchange, the creative Brazilian architect has been able to approach his problems with directness, simplicity and freedom. Furthermore, Brazil offered a felicitous native idiom that had suggestive possibilities. Portuguese Baroque, which proliferated luxuriantly in Brazil, allowed these architects to enlarge the stripped geometric form of earlier functionalism with new plastic dimensions. Niemeyer broke away from the cubed layercake with curvilinear variations that take full advantage of the enriching possibilities of cast concrete. The simple vaulted nave and series of four successive vaulted shell-like forms of his Church of Saint Francis of Assisi suggest many variations, in the years to come, in other types of buildings. Then again, to cite the well-known brise-soleil, Niemeyer screens the glare of the Brazilian sun in an arresting manner that functions but also expresses an attitude that building is more than efficient shelter.

Niemeyer deserves hosannahs for his efforts to enlarge architecture by once again restoring to their proper status those neglected peers, painting and sculpture. Too many architects have come to the peculiar, and as far as I can see, untenable conclusion that architecture must preserve an inviolate purity, above all from contamination by painting and sculpture. To these misguided souls, Portinari's mural at Niemeyer's Church of Saint Francis of Assisi, should, though it probably won't disabuse them of this dogmatic notion. Niemeyer has the self-assurance to incorporate a mural that speaks to us in Portinari's own voice. There is no attempt to subordinate "decoration" as in many modern buildings.

The main deficiency of this book is the lack of an adequate text. After looking at Niemeyer's work, this reader wanted to know more about the ideas, and the sources of those ideas, that led to the flowering of architecture in Brazil.
This project of 48 small houses is now nearing completion in an orchard of walnut trees backdropped by rolling hills. Variations in elevations, natural redwood, and exterior wall surfaces in ochre, browns, and greens give the houses a generally consistent and homogeneous appearance.

The two-bedroom plans of 750 sq. ft. and 812 sq. ft. and one three-bedroom plan of 960 sq. ft. with a total of seven elevations produce the necessary "diversification." The plans are simple and open and use the lots, 115' x 50', to an excellent advantage for outdoor living areas, service and general garden space.

Interiors have plastered and painted walls with a rubbed two-inch-thick planked ceiling over four by ten exposed rafters. Floors are cork and asphalt tile on a slab. Window areas are made up of sliding aluminum frames and fixed glass run in flush to the planked ceiling. Cabinets and built-in storage are conventional tract-house work.

The designer deliberately undertook to stay on the more restrained side of modern design in order to mollify F. H. A. with the rewarding result that the plans were processed without too many changes or reversions to the level of standard "tract practice." However, numerous details were modified with either cost or "normal tract practice" given as a reason. Too many of these changes were due to lack of control of the type of product or method of installation as supplied by subcontractors. As a whole the project is well integrated visually and functionally, and in spite of the necessary compromises it is a reasonably good example of enlightened small house design at the commercial level.

It is interesting that this development is being built, financed, and processed under the same conditions, and through the same agencies, and by the same builders and developers that have, in the past five years, done a great share of the conventional tract projects in the Los Angeles area. In this case, the reasons given for turning away from the more usually conventional were to gain better use of the small lots for outdoor living activities, to test public acceptance of modern appearance and principally to build houses and sell them readily in an area where the demand has not been as great as in development closer to the metropolitan center.

The sales agent has said that the "most important factor in evaluating tract houses is public acceptance through purchases. If this and others of like design are sold quickly, future tracts will not be financially compromised." Even though the financing of this project was not on a parity with more conventional operations the builder, developer, and sales agent have all expressed a keen desire and intent to build more in this "inconventional" idiom.
A TRACT OF SMALL MODERN HOUSES

Designed by Arthur Lawrence Millier for Westmont Company
The living room fireplace is set in glass. Colors are tones of brown with green and persimmon accents.

The loggia adjoins the living room and has easy access to the kitchen. The pool is the focal point and radiant heating in the loggia and around the pool assure comfort on cool evenings.
The house was designed for a long, narrow piece of flat ground on a ledge 12 feet above the street. A steep bank rises sharply to the rear. A handsome group of large oak trees serves as a background for the approach to the motor court.

A room arrangement was finally determined upon which allowed the three rooms on the second floor to be used either as three bedrooms with two baths, or a library off the entrance hall and two bedrooms.

The house has been designed for a maximum of outdoor living, and an attempt has been made to make these facilities easy to use. The basic exterior materials are brick, redwood, and glass, with hardwood and plaster on the interior. All sash and doors are sliding steel. The house, terrace, loggia, and swimming pool are radiant heated. The carport has been designed with a large planting area in the rear.
Specific features of the house include: fireplace with raised hearth; 8 foot wide sliding glass door with steel frame between living room and adjoining terrace; cork topped pass-through bar between kitchen and dining areas, space for apartment range, refrigerator, and automatic laundry; stainless steel sinks set in linoleum drain and splash; maple cutting board counter top between refrigerator and sink areas; stainless steel counters on each side of range space; small laundry tray between range and automatic laundry; 8 all metal drawer units in kitchen; exhaust fan over range; garbage disposer; 3 accent lights over different kitchen work areas; sliding kitchen cabinet and wardrobe doors; indirect lighting over wardrobes which provides direct lighting inside; adjustable shower and tub filler; cork topped hamper and dressing counter in bath; bath linen storage; 60,000 BTU forced air furnace with thermostat control; 30 gallon automatic gas water heater; over 4 times the usual minimum closet space; carport storagewall for usual garage storage.

A price of $12,500 on the existing 1030 square foot house includes lot, carport, outside storagewall, screening fences, landscaping, and paving. Duplicate or modified 2 and 3 bedroom versions of this house could be adapted to specific owner requirements on an owner-builder or general contract basis. Costs could be appreciably reduced however, and homes competitively priced through mass building methods of a tract development.
A project undertaken to prove that good design can be moderate in cost
The purpose behind this project was to demonstrate a more usable solution for living on an existing narrow city lot. Standard construction materials and methods were used within a disciplined structural system in order to realize lower costs.

A primary concept was the relationship of the house to the site. The long and narrow lot suggested the floor plan; the arrangement of the house parallel to the length of the lot permitted outdoor areas immediately adjacent to corresponding indoor areas. The lot, 45' x 130', faced east thus opening the house to the south and allowing the use of solar heat. The carport and turnaround at the front of the lot was screened from the outdoor areas by a storagewall. Asphalt paving with a cement sweep was used on the terrace areas; hardy native plant landscaping was used for minimum care.

The general construction of the house consists of: 4-inch concrete slab with steel mesh reinforcement, integral waterproofing, integral color, over crushed rock fill; select structural Douglas fir posts and beams at 8-foot centers with 2-inch tongue and groove roof decking over; ½-inch glass fiber insulation under a 3-ply composition roof with a gravel topping; all glass fixed in stops between posts, ventilation provided through plywood transoms between beams; all interior and exterior walls stucco with integral color or painted surfaces; metal casings enclosing stucco panels which eliminate need for wood trim.
Above left: The extensive use of glass is shown in this view from the patio through the living room to the mountains.
Above right: Looking through the covered carport which leads past a planted area to the entrance of the house. Reed shades, painted dull black, are from Tropicraft.
Below right: The patio which is immediately accessible from the living room and dining room and becomes a convenient adjunct to the social use of the house. Furniture is from Van Keppel-Green, the draperies by McKay, Davis & Mc­Lane. The north side of the patio will be semi enclosed by horizontally sliding Decorium Sun Reed draperies in dull black; a Rotir barbeque unit will be installed in the outdoor fireplace. All indoor and patio planting is by the Roy F. Wilcox Company; outdoor planting by Evans & Reeves.
CASE STUDY HOUSE
Opposite page: Looking across the front of the house, the glass wall opening to the principal view and to the enclosed planted area.

Above: The entire view side of the house is floor-to-ceiling glass in Steelbilt frames with 4 of the panels sliding horizontally.

Below: The entrance wall surfaces are a combination of Mississippi corrugated glass on the left and Alsynite corrugated plastic on the right; the latter shielding the service area; steel joists and roof decking are dull black and Chinese red; locks are Kwikset, door-viewers from Danca.
The orientation of the house on the site has taken the fullest advantage of the beautiful permanent view over a canyon into rolling wooded hills and mountains beyond. Turning from this openness the patio, planned against a steep embankment, gives a sense of intimacy in close association with the cooking, eating, living functioning of the house itself. There is a nice balance between the "public appearance" and the actual functions as they serve the life of the occupants. Materially, the house is simple and direct in structure. The planting has been beautifully coordinated and will very soon enclose a rich and private world.

The exterior of the house has been completed, and the interiors are being arranged and prepared for early exhibition. As it has developed, a remarkably good sense of organization gives the house a feel of thoughtful order that suggests ease of maintenance and a pleasant lack of formality, tidy yet human.
Of the projects here illustrated, none is built. A few will be built, but all will leave their impress.

Material from Matthew Nowicki Memorial Exhibition Museum of Modern Art

Above: East Punjab Capitol; below, Southern California Shopping Center